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There Are Effective Public Advocacy Messages



And Less Effective Messages



 Expands the reach of 

our message

 Influences 

decision-makers

 Motivates public to 

take action



 Times they are a-changing

 Essential to make it as easy as possible

 Media advisories for events

 Press releases about reports, events

 Letters to the editor, op-eds

 Editorial board visits or reporter meetings

 TV and radio interviews

 Social media tools



 Catchy headline

 Brief description

 Who, what, when, 

where, visuals

 Contact information

 Why come to your 

event?



 Meat of your event or announcement

 Sent to supplement your event or can stand alone

 Does your headline capture attention?

 Is it newsworthy and timely?

 Do you have citations for your information?

 Do you have quotes from those impacted?

 Is there contact information?

 Can you direct them to websites or reports for 
other information or visuals?





 Develop a media list and keep it updated
◦ Watch for stories on your issue and make a note of 

the reporter and their contact information

 Send a media advisory in writing, follow up
◦ Personal call gives you the opportunity to make 

your case and gauge reporter interest

 Television pitching is challenging but crucial
◦ News directors need a reason why your story is 

more important than a house on fire



 Make a clear connection as to why this is 
important to the local area of the outlet
◦ Do you have local statistics?
◦ Do you have a local or recognizable spokesperson?

 Frame the issue as one they have never 
covered before—new angle, new messenger

 Make it timely
◦ This is something everyone will report today and by 

tomorrow it will be old news—don’t miss out!



MEDIA ADVISORY
May 29, 2014 

Monday News Conference to Tout New Carbon Pollution Standards:
Outline Jobs, Public Health Benefits for Ohio

Standards Will Address Leading Cause of Climate Change and Protect 
Health & Boost Economy

Columbus, Ohio – Business leaders, public health advocates, and 
conservationists from across Ohio will host a telephone news conference on 
Monday, June 2nd, at 2:00pm ET to discuss a newly announced Presidential 
proposal to limit the carbon pollution from power plants causing climate 
change.  Speakers will outline the positive impacts of the precedent-setting
standards, as well as accompanying energy efficiency and clean energy 
investments, for Ohio citizens, businesses and natural assets.



 Voice opinions, does not have to be 
balanced

 Demonstrates readers are paying attention

 Local messengers are always more 
successful

 Local messages get more attention

 Newspapers do not have to print them

 May run them online only



 Be polite. Comment on actions or policies.   
Avoid personal attacks. 

 Be specific. If you are responding to an article, 
mention the date and/or title of the article. 

 Stick to one topic. Deal with only one issue in 
one letter. 

 Stick to YOUR topic.  Do not repeat your 
opponent’s arguments or take the myth/fact 
approach.  Restating a contrary position only 
serves to put it in print once again.



 Use facts and figures to back up your arguments.  
Talking points and reports.

 State your qualifications, if useful to the letter. 

 Be concise. Short letters are more likely to be 
printed, stick to 200-300 words. 

 Be original. Do not copy talking points or 
materials verbatim. Use your own voice and 
story. 



 Editorial board meetings aim to influence 
opinion pieces written BY THE PAPER

 Issue experts and personal 

stories are critical to successful 

editorial board meetings

 Both tactics are to be reserved,

limited bites at the apple



 May be live or recorded

 Keep answers short, repeat points, friendly

 Do not let reporters lead you astray

 It is perfectly fine to say you don’t know the answer

 If you can’t answer question, employ the Art of the 
Transition!!

◦ That is an important issue that many people are working 
on.  But today, we are focused on…

◦ Not really sure about that, but let me tell you what I do 
know…



 What is your main message point?
◦ Be familiar with the talking points and be sure you 

can clearly restate it a number of different ways

 Is there opposition to your message?
◦ Know their typical argument against your message 

and be prepared with a counter point

 If you do not know the information, do not 
make up an answer



 Component of your campaign that fits into the overall strategy, 
cannot stand alone

 Social media is meant to help spread your message, increase your 
supporters, and motivate people to action

 Twitter Annual Advertising Revenue in 2010=$45,000,000

 Twitter Annual Advertising Revenue in 2018=$3,042,360,000

 There are over 69 million Twitter users in the US. 

 Roughly 46% of Twitter users are on the platform daily. 

 Facebook passed 1.23 billion monthly active users, 945 million           
mobile users, and 757 million daily users.



 Follow reporters and they may follow you back

 Tweet out event information to specific reporters 
that you may want to target

 Send photos out to reporters over social media 
that they could use online or for stories

 Blogs are a great way to get the message out

 Use social media to amplify the coverage that you 
do get from more traditional media







 Have message discipline
◦ Regardless of how badly you might want to, do not 

stray from your main message

 Respect the reporter’s time
◦ Return their calls quickly 

◦ Do not send too many emails, you want yours to 
stick out when you have an important event

◦ Use enough evidence and data to establish yourself 
as the expert on the issue, but do not bury the 
message



 Keep things as local as possible
◦ Utilize local or county data when accessible
◦ Work with local messengers or experts when 

possible

 Make their jobs easy
◦ Ensure your quotes have been approved
◦ If you list a media contact, make sure they are 

available during that time
◦ Provide as much information as you can initially and 

be prepared to offer follow up resources
◦ Tweet the story back at the paper or reporter



 Write a media advisory for an upcoming event

 Public health leaders speak out in support of 
action on climate change

 Remember to include the hook, who your 
speakers are, why it is important

 Headline, brief summary, then who, when and 
where, and contact information



 American Academy of Pediatrics is releasing a 
study linking an increase in the frequency of 
children’s asthma attacks to carbon pollution

 Your speakers are: 
Dr. Bob Roberts, AAP

Dr. Lisa Carr, Cleveland Clinic

Kelly Green, mother of asthmatic child

HEADLINE, CONTACT INFO, WHO, WHEN, 
WHERE, SUMMARY, HOOK, VISUALS
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